Network-assisted single-hop device-to-device (D2D) communication can increase the spectral and energy efficiency of cellular networks by taking advantage of the proximity, reuse, and hop gains. In this paper we argue that D2D technology can be used to further increase the spectral and energy efficiency if the key D2D radio resource management algorithms are suitably extended to support network assisted multi-hop D2D communications. Specifically we propose a novel, distributed utility maximizing D2D power control (PC) scheme that is able to balance spectral and energy efficiency while taking into account mode selection and resource allocation constraints that are important in the integrated cellular-D2D environment. Our analysis and numerical results indicate that multi-hop D2D communications combined with the proposed PC scheme can be useful not only for harvesting the potential gains previously identified in the literature, but also for extending the coverage of cellular networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although the ideas of integrating ad hoc relaying systems into cellular networks are not new [1] , [2] , the advantages of Device-to-Device (D2D) communications in cellular spectrum have been identified and analyzed only recently [3] , [4] . Specifically, it has been found that D2D communications can increase the spectral and energy efficiency by taking advantage of the proximity, reuse and hop gains when radio resources are properly allocated to the cellular and D2D layers [5] . Using cellular spectrum is known to have the advantages of increased coverage (due to higher transmit power levels) and a managed interference environment compared with relying on unlicensed bands [3] , [4] .
Another line of research suggests that relay-assisted multihop (MH) communications, including mobile relays and relayassisted D2D communications can not only enhance the achievable transmission capacity, but can also improve the coverage of cellular networks [4] , [6] - [8] .
Recognizing the potential of combining D2D and relay technologies, the standardization and research communities have initiated studies on the achievable gains and enabling technology components to support network-assisted MH D2D communications in operator licensed spectrum. For example, the 3 rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is investigating the use of D2D communication both in commercial and This work was supported by the Innovation Center, Ericsson Telecomunicações S.A., Brazil, under EDB/UFC.33 Technical Cooperation Contract. José Mairton B. da Silva Jr would like to acknowledge CAPES for their scholarship support. The work of G. Fodor has been partially performed in the framework of the FP7 project ITC 317669 METIS. G. Fodor has also been supported by the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research Strategic Mobility SM13-0008 Matthew Project. Figure 1 . An example of a cellular network supporting single-and multi-hop D2D communications in cellular spectrum. Between each source-destination (S-D) pair, a route must be defined and resources need to be allocated to each link along the route. Different colors indicate different t-f resources, while the same color for different links indicate intracell resource reuse. We assume that in the multi-hop case, the incoming and outgoing links of a relay node must use orthogonal resources. Notice that a given S-D pair may have the possibility to communicate in cellular mode through the base station or using single-or multi-hop D2D communications. National Security and Public Safety (NSPS) scenarios [9] . Integrating MH D2D communications can also help to meet the evolving requirements of next generation wireless networks [10] . In all these cases, both spectral and energy efficiency requirements must be met due to the limited spectrum resources and the requirement on providing broadband services.
However, extending the key enabling technology components of single-hop network-assisted D2D communications to MH D2D communication is non-trivial, because ( Figure 1 ): 1) Existing single-hop mode selection (MS) algorithms must be extended to select between the single-hop D2D link, MH D2D paths and cellular communications. 2) Existing single-hop resource allocation algorithms must be further developed to be able not only to manage spectrum resources between cellular and D2D layers, but also to comply with resource constraints along MH paths. 3) Available D2D power control (PC) algorithms must be made capable of taking into account the rate constraints of MH paths. Specifically, it must be taken into account that along the multiple links of a given path, only a single rate can be sustained without requiring large buffers or facing buffer underflow situations at intermediate nodes. In this paper we (1) propose and analyze heuristic mode selection and resource allocation strategies that are applicable in cellular networks integrating MH D2D communications and (2) develop a utility optimal distributed PC scheme that takes into account both the achievable rates along MH paths and the overall energy consumption. The PC scheme can operate in concert with both the PC schemes available in cellular networks and the mode selection and resource allocation algorithms, taking into account that a relaying device cannot receive and transmit data on the same frequency resource at the same time. 1 Therefore, our main contribution is the MH power control scheme that is analyzed by means of a realistic system simulator when performing practically feasible mode selection and resource allocation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model consists of two parts. First, the routing matrix describes the network topology and associates links with resources. Secondly, the utility function associated with a source-destination (S-D) pair characterizes the utility of supporting some communication rate between the end nodes of the pair. 
A. Network Topology
We model the integrated cellular-D2D network as a set of L transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) pairs. A Tx-Rx pair can be a cellular User Equipment (UE) transmitting to its serving Base Station (BS), a D2D Tx node transmitting to a D2D Rx node in single-hop D2D mode, a D2D Tx node transmitting to a D2D relay node or a D2D relay node transmitting to a D2D Rx node. A link refers to a single-hop transmission between a Tx-Rx pair, while a route is a concatenation of one or more links between a S-D pair. For example, a two-hop route consists of two Tx-Rx pairs, in which case the middle node must be a D2D-capable relay node (Figure 2 ). The links and routes are labelled as l = 1, . . . , L and i = 1, . . . , I respectively. Next, we define the 3-dimensional routing matrix 1 The integration of D2D radio resource management in the cellular architecture in terms of control plane support and network assistance is not detailed in this paper due to space limitations. that associates links with routes and resources and thereby describes both the network topology in terms of links and routes and the resources assigned to links. The routing matrix is defined as R = [r liq ] ∈ {0, 1} L×I×Q , where the entry r liq is 1 if data between the S-D pair i is routed across link l and resource q, and zero otherwise. With this definition, the routing matrix can be seen as a set of Q single-resource matrices, R q ∈ {0, 1} L×I , such that the r l,i element of R q indicates whether link l is part of route i on resource q. For the example of Figure 2 , the Q = 3 routing matrices are the following:
For example, R 1 corresponds to resource q = 1 and describes that it is (re-)used by link l = 1 (first hop of route i = 1) and link l = 5 (second hop of route i = 3). We will find it useful to define the 2-dimensional equivalent routing matrix, given byR = Q q=1 R q and entriesr li . We assume the data to be routed along a single fixed link, i.e., we do not allow the data flow between a Tx-Rx pair to be spread between 2 or more resources.
To associate links with resources, we define the following two functions. Let f : I → {1, 2} denote the number of hops in the route i; t : I × {1, . . . , f (i)} → L × Q denote the link and resource used in route i and hop h respectively. In addition, we denote by t 1 (i, h) and t 2 (i, h) the first and second outputs of t, which represent the link and resource respectively. Table I gives an example of how these functions help to describe the relationship between routes, links and resource usage. 
Function
Description Example in the Network of Figure 2 
Link and resource indexes in route i and hop h t(3, 2) = (5, 1)
Resource index q in route i and hop h t 2 (3, 2) = 1
B. Assigning a Utility to an S-D Pair
We let s i denote the end-to-end rate for communication between the S-D pair i, which is in correspondence with the Signal to Interference-Plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) targets for hop h of route i denoted by γ tgt t1(i,h) . In a multi-hop communication, the SINR targets of each link in a specific route must be the same, in line with the so-called solidarity property [11] . Thus, γ tgt t1(i,h) needs to be indexed with the single index t 1 (i, h). Associated with each S-D pair i is a function u i (.), which describes the utility of the S-D pair communicating at rate s i . We assume that u i is increasing and strictly concave, with u i → −∞ as s i → 0 + . In this paper we use u i (x) ln(x), ∀i.
The matrix of link capacities is denoted by C = [c 1 · · · c q ] ∈ R L×Q , which depends on the communication bandwidth W of one resource and the achieved actual SINR along route i and hop h, γ t(i,h) . Notice that the achieved SINR γ t(i,h) is indexed by t(i, h), because the SINRs are generally different at different resources.
The vector of total traffic across the links of a route is given byRs and the network flow imposes the following set of constraints on the source-destination rate vector s:
In this formulation, it is convenient to think of the s vector as the vector of rates while the c q vectors represent the Shannon capacity that can be achieved by the particular power vector
Let G t(i,h) denote the desired link gain on route i and hop h, which includes both large-and small-scale fading gains. The thermal noise power at the receiver on route i and hop h is denoted by σ t(i,h) , and the transmission power on route i and hop h is P t(i,h) . The SINR on route i and hop h is given by
where P tot t(i,h) represent the total received power measured by the receiver on route i and hop h and P = [p 1 , . . . , p Q ] ∈ R L×Q is the power allocation matrix.
Finally, it will be useful to view each link on route i and hop h as a single Gaussian channel with Shannon capacity
which represents the maximum rate that can be achieved on route i and hop h.
III. MODE SELECTION (MS) AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION

A. Multi-Hop D2D Scenarios: Proximity Communication and Coverage (Range) Extension
Recall from Figure 1 that MH D2D communications can be advantageously used in two distinct scenarios. In the proximity communication scenario, a D2D relay node helps a D2D pair to communicate [9, Section 5.2.9], while in the coverage or range extension scenario a D2D relay node assists a coverage limited D2D Tx node to boost its link budget to a base station. In the proximity communication scenario, the mode selection problem consists of deciding whether the D2D Tx node should communicate with the D2D Rx node (1) via a direct D2D (single-hop) link, (2) via a 2-hop path through the D2D relay node or (3) through the cellular BS. In contrast, in the range extension scenario, the mode selection problem consists of deciding whether the D2D Tx node should communicate via a direct transmission with its serving BS or via the D2D relay node. We consider mode selection alternatives in the next subsection.
B. Mode Selection Schemes
For the proximity communication scenario, we use the notion of the equivalent channel from D2D Tx to D2D Rx through D2D relay based on the harmonic mean of the channels from D2D Tx to D2D relay (G T xRe ) and from D2D relay to D2D Rx (G ReRx ):
The intuition of defining the equivalent channel according to (1) is that the equivalent channel gain tends to be high only when both composite channels are high and therefore it is an appropriate single measure for mode selection purposes. A pseudo code of a heuristic mode selection algorithm based on the equivalent channel is given in Algorithm 1, where we need the channels from the D2D Tx to the BS (G T xBS ) and to the D2D Rx (G T xRx ). Recall from Section III-A that Algorithm 1 Harmonic Mode Selection (HMS) for Proximity Communication
Choose D2D single-hop communications 5: else 6:
Choose cellular mode, that is D2D Tx and Rx communication through the BS. 7: end if in the range extension scenario, there are only two possible communication modes (direct or relay-assisted) between the D2D Tx device and the BS. Therefore, in this scenario, we modify the definition of the equivalent channel such that it includes the path gain between the relay device and the BS (G ReBS ):
and use a modified version of the Harmonic Mode Selection (HMS) algorithm (Algorithm 2). Choose cellular mode that is D2D Tx transmits directly to the BS. 5: end if
C. Resource Allocation Scheme
First, we recognize that for two-hop communications with multiple resources the following resource allocation constraints must be met:
• A transmitter, either D2D Tx (h = 1) or D2D relay (h = 2), cannot have multiple receivers: ir t1(i,h),i = 1.
• A D2D relay cannot receive and transmit on the same resource: r t1(i,1),i,t2(i,1) + r t1(i,2),i,t2(i,2) ≤ 1. Secondly, the set of nodes transmitting to a BS must use orthogonal resources. That is, cellular transmissions maintain intracell orthogonality. Apart from these constraints, in this paper we assume that resources are allocated randomly to communication links and leave the study of efficient resource allocation algorithms for future studies [12] - [14] .
IV. DISTRIBUTED POWER CONTROL OPTIMIZATION
A. SINR Target Setting and Power Control Problem -Utility Maximization
Assuming that the communication-mode has already been selected for the D2D candidates, and all (cellular and D2D) links have been assigned a frequency channel or a Resource Block (RB), we formulate the problem of target rate setting and power control as:
which aims at maximizing the utility while taking into account the transmit powers (through a predefined weight ω ∈ (0, +∞) [15] ), so as to increase spectrum efficiency while reducing the sum power consumption.
Unfortunately, Problem (2) is not convex and to the best of our knowledge, it has not been addressed previously. However, exploiting the results presented in [15] , we can transform it into the following equivalent form:
where s i ← es i and P t(i,h) ← eP t(i,h) . The transformed Problem (3) can be proved to be convex (now in thes i -s andP t(i,h) -s), for the utility functions u i (·) are selected to be (log, x)-concave over their domains [15] . Under the utility's condition, we can solve Problem (3) to optimality by means of decomposing the problem into separate subproblems ins andp. Problem-I can be solved by gradient iterations and using Lagrangian duality to obtain the SINR targets, while Problem-II can be solved by an iterative SINR target following inner loop (set by a Zander type iterative SINR target [16] ). The relationship between Problem-I and Problem-II can be exploited such that the necessary Lagrange multipliers in the iterations of Problem-I are provided by solving Problem-II. The details are omitted here due to space limitations.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation Setup and Parameters
In this section, we consider a seven cell system with a cell radius of 500 m supporting 18 uplink physical RBs in each cell. The D2D communication uses uplink RBs in both the proximity communication and the range extension scenarios. For simplicity and to gain insights, we assume that each UE and D2D pair uses a single uplink RB. The most important system parameters are summarized in Table II. To collect statistics on the measured SINR and transmit power levels, we perform Monte Carlo simulations, such that in each Monte Carlo experiment we randomly drop 6 cellular UEs and 6 D2D triplets per cell for the proximity communication scenario and 18 D2D triplets per cell for the range extension scenario. A cellular UE refers to a UE that transmits to its serving BS, while a triplet is a set consisting of a D2D transmitter, a D2D relay and a D2D receiver node.
Recall that in the proximity communication scenario a D2D transmitter transmits to a D2D receiver node (possibly via a D2D relay), while in the range extension scenario, a D2D transmitter node transmits to its serving BS (possibly via a D2D relay). In the range extension scenario, the D2D receiver node is not used. To gain insight into the performance impacts maximizing power control scheme, we compare its SINR and power consumption statistics with those based on the well known LTE power control schemes as listed in Table IV .
B. Impact of Mode Selection Algorithms
In the proximity communication scenario, the percentage of D2D candidates that choose single-hop D2D is 89% when using the DMS algorithm while only 11% when using the HMS algorithm, showing that the harmonic gain of two-hop communication is usually higher than the direct gain between D2D transmitter and receiver, and also between the transmitter and the BS. In the range extension scenario, cellular (direct) communications occurrence is approximately 81 %, which shows that usually the gain between the BS and the D2D transmitter is higher than the harmonic path gain of two-hop communication. Figures 3-4 compare the performance of the forced cellular mode, D2D mode (mode selection between single hop and cellular communications, DMS) and HMS (see Table III ) for proximity communication. Table III ). HMS is superior for both the cellular UEs (denoted '-Cell') and the D2D candidates and considering all the modes. The cellular UEs benefit somewhat (≈ 3 dB) from D2D communications. For the D2D candidates, the mode selection gain is much more pronounced (≈ 22 dB) with the HMS. Figure 3 shows the SINR distributions of cellular UEs and D2D pairs when employing the mode selection schemes of Table III in the proximity communication scenario. This figure shows that cellular UEs (transmitting to their serving BS) benefit somewhat (≈ 3 dB) from D2D communications, especially when adaptive mode selection (the HMS algorithm) is used for mode selection. For the D2D users the mode selection gain is much more pronounced (≈ 20 dB). The intuitive explanation of this is that D2D communication with adaptive power control takes advantage of the proximity gain and reduces intercell interference. At the same time, D2D UEs benefit from an improved link budget due to the proximity, which allows for lower transmit power and higher SINR at the D2D receivers. HMS can adaptively take advantage of the two-hop path, which explains the additional gain of HMS over DMS (≈ 2 dB). Figure 4 is the scatter plot of the transmit power levels Figure 4 . Proximity communication scenario: Scatter plot of the SINR for both cellular UEs and D2D candidates when considering different communication modes. We notice that Cmode results in lower SINR values with a higher power consumption than all the other modes. In addition, HMS reaches higher SINR values than single hop D2D mode with a lower power consumption, which suggests that in addition to the SINR gains, two-hop communications outperform the single-hop D2D mode. and achieved SINR levels of D2D candidates in the proximity communication scenario, which shows that Cmode results in lower SINR values with a higher power consumption than all the other modes. Also, HMS reaches higher SINR values than single-hop D2D mode with a lower power consumption, which suggests that in addition to the SINR gains, two-hop communications outperform single-hop D2D mode in terms of power efficiency. Figure 5 . Range extension scenario: CDF of the SINR for D2D candidates when considering different communication modes. We notice that the HMS outperforms the Cmode in the low SINR regime. Moreover, HMS decreases the occurrence of SINR values below 0 dB. Figure 5 shows the SINR distribution for the D2D nodes using the Cmode and the HMS algorithms in the range extension scenario. Figure 5 shows that HMS outperforms Cmode with margin of 2 dB in the low SINR regime. Figure 6 shows the CDF specifically for users that are in outage (SIN R < 0) when using Cmode. We notice that HMS dramatically improves the SINR for these UEs and thereby reduces the probability of outage by exploiting the MH route. Figure 7 shows the power distribution for the D2D nodes using the Cmode and the HMS algorithms in the range extension scenario. We notice that HMS leads to a somewhat Figure 6 . Range extension scenario: CDF specifically for the UEs that are in outage when using Cmode. HMS ensures coverage for 43 % of these originally 'out-of-coverage' users. Figure 7 . Range extension scenario: CDF of the transmitted power for D2D candidates when considering different communication modes. We notice that the power consumption of HMS is higher than Cmode (6 dB) in the low power regime but lower in the high power regime (1 dB). However, the average power consumption is approximately equal in both modes. higher power consumption than Cmode for low power regime (≈6 dB), but this difference disappears as the power increases, where HMS shows a power gain of 1 dB. Considering the average power consumption of both modes (average sum of all the power consumption along the Monte Carlo iterations), there is almost no difference between HMS and Cmode. That is, HMS can harvest the improvement on the SINR using practically the same power.
C. Impact of Power Control Algorithms
To gain insight into the impact of power control, we consider the power control algorithms of Table IV using HMS for both the proximity communication and range extension scenarios. For the utility maximizing PC scheme, we employ four different values of ω, (ω=0.1;1;10;100) which controls the spectral and energy efficiency trade-off. Figure 8 is the CDF of the SINR for cellular and D2D candidates in the proximity communication scenario. We notice that utility maximizing PC with different values of ω has better SINRs than LTE PC, with a gain of approximately 8 dB at the 50th percentile compared with fixed power and Open-loop (OL). Moreover, it can be seen how ω improves the SINR, translating to an improvement on the throughput as ω goes from 100 to 0.1. Figure 9 is the scatter plot for the proximity communication scenario. With ω = 0.1 the average throughput gain is approximately 39 % over the LTE PC with fixed power, but using approximately 26 % more power. However, with ω = 100 the average throughput gain is approximately 20 % using similar transmit power levels as LTE PC. Figure 10 is the CDF of the SINR for cellular and D2D candidates in the range extension scenario. Differently from Figure 8 , utility maximizing PC schemes do not show the best SINRs for some cases, because the system load is higher now and all UEs tend to have a lower SINR, which suggests the algorithm to reduce the SINR of some users while increasing the SINR for others. However, in most cases the utility maximizing PC with different values of ω has better SINRs than LTE PC, with a gain of approximately 5 dB at the 50th percentile to LTE with fixed power. Moreover, it can be seen that increasing ω now decreases the SINR, which is also explained by the fact that some users have low SINR to improve the SINR of users with better chance to achieve a high throughput. Figure 10 . Proximity communication scenario: CDF of the SINR for cellular and D2D candidates users when considering different PC algorithms. In most cases the utility maximizing PC with different values of ω has better SINRs than LTE PC, with a gain of approximately 5 dB at the 50th percentile to LTE with fixed power. Moreover, it can be seen that ω now decreases the SINR, which is explained by the fact that some users have low SINR to improve the SINR of users with better chance to achieve a high throughput. Figure 11 is the scatter plot for the range extension scenario. Similarly to Figure 9 , for ω = 0.1 the utility maximization reaches the highest average throughput, although it does not show the best SINR for some users, with a gain of approximately 29 % over LTE PC with fixed power. This behavior explains how utility maximizing PC achieves the highest throughput. However, with ω ≥ 10 the utility maximizing PC minimizes power consumption at the expense of reaching lower throughput values. Clearly, utility maximizing PC can reach high throughput when using low values of ω. However, if the power consumption has to be kept at low values with reasonable throughput values, utility maximization with higher ω values or using the LTE PC can be satisfactory. VI. CONCLUSION In this paper we developed radio resource management algorithms applicable in network-assisted MH D2D scenarios, including the proximity communication and the range extension scenarios. The proposed adaptive harmonic mode selection (HMS) scheme together with a utility maximizing distributed PC scheme can improve the throughput and the energy efficiency of a system that does not support D2D communications or employs traditional mode selection and power control schemes. HMS can also decrease the outage probability and improve the average throughput using similar transmit power levels as users employing traditional PC techniques. LTE OL power control can also provide a reasonable tradeoff between throughput and energy efficiency, especially in the range extension MH scenario. We believe that the numerical results clearly show that MH D2D communications have the potential of improving the performance not only of traditional cellular networks, but also that of cellular networks supporting only single hop D2D communications.
